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Encrypt and / or block access to data 
and request a virtual currency ransom
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Recommendations:

▪ avoid opening email attachments that 

apparently contain info related to COVID-

19 or that come from unknown addresses

▪ avoid accessing links and opening email 

attachments (eg .doc, .docx, .pdf)

▪ use of updated Antivirus solutions

▪make daily backups

▪ update all operating systems

▪ use low level of privileges

▪ avoid providing personal data

Ransomware attacks

Use of spear-phishing techniques to 

infect targets

Use of COVID-19 specific impersonation

elements (email addresses, titles, text 
content etc.)

Targets - government institutions in key 

areas for COVID-19 crisis management, 
especially in the field of Health



Attack that consists in the unauthorized 

replacement of a web page interface, by 
exploiting cyber security vulnerabilities
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Recommendations:

▪ investigate the web server, to identify 

signs of compromise and unauthorized 

access;

▪ update to the latest version of the server 

and web applications

▪define an access policy by blocking ports 

at the level of specific servers, except for 

strictly necessary ports (e.g HTTP, HTTPS

etc.)

▪make daily backups

▪ set access credentials with a high 
degree of security

Website defacement attacks

Targets - government institutions in key 

areas for COVID-19 crisis management, 
especially in the field of Health

They affect both the ability of

institutions to communicate online

the measures and decisions taken, and
the functionality of the websites used



Distribution of malware to steal online 
banking credentials from mobile terminals
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Recommendations:

▪ check bank accounts to detect possible 

unauthorized accesses

▪ reset the mobile device to the factory 

settings

▪ change access credentials for device 

and application authentication

▪ avoid accessing links or attachments 
from unknown sources

Cyber attacks that use banking Trojan malware

Use of social engineering techniques, 

spear-phishing and smishing, which 
exploit elements specific to COVID-19

Targets - individual users

Malware campaign identified in the 

context of COVID-19: Cerberus Android 
Banker



"In the context associated with the SARS-CoV-2

pandemic, a malware distribution campaign has been

identified aimed at stealing online banking credentials

from users' mobile terminals.

From a technical perspective, the illegal action is based

on the distribution of a text message containing a new

version of the Trojan Cerberus Android Banker. The

message is written in Romanian and invites users to

access a link to download information on SARS-CoV-2.

The phrase used in the content of the message is “Secret

details! (COVID-19) ".

The main danger is that the Trojan provides illegal access

to data from banking applications. Cerberus Android

Banker can also extract data about messaging and email

applications installed on the targeted device (e.g

Telegram, WhatsApp or Gmail), as well as key logging

and the exfiltration of the data thus obtained.“
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Cerberus Android Banker



"In April 2020, a cyber-attack campaign was

identified being conducted by a cybercrime

group using the Qbot banking trojan (QakBot,

Plinkslipbot, QuakBot). In the various variants

identified, the Trojan mainly targets customers of

financial-banking organizations in the US,

Romania, Canada and Greece. To a lesser extent,

Qbot also targeted customers of technology,

commercial and telecom organizations.

In Romania, the campaign targeted customers of

platforms that use internet banking services

through browsers (Chrome, FireFox, Microsoft

Edge) and not through dedicated applications.“
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Qbot



Cyber security culture in the context of COVID-19

"In the context of the COVID-19 crisis, hostile

activities in cyberspace have intensified

globally. Cyber actors use the current social

context, both by conducting cyber attacks

based on social engineering techniques and

by attempting to affect services in key areas

(health, public administration, education etc.)

for the management of the COVID-19 crisis .

Thus, ransomware and web defacement

cyber campaigns were identified, including in

Romania, as well as attacks with banking

Trojan applications, in accordance with the

motivations of the cyber actors involved."

„
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Work from home

Remote access to the networks

of public institutions has

become a necessity, by

implementing the "work from

home" concept.

„
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Recommendations for working from home

Network administration will not be performed 

remotely

The network will be accessed by users through the 

use of secure VPN connections

Services accessed from the network (remote desktop, 

file servers etc.) will not be exposed directly to the 

Internet

Creating security policies in firewall equipment

Differentiate users at the logical level of the network 

and based on available resources, depending on 

needs

For accessing the network, only computer systems 

provided by the organization will be used
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Recommendations for ensuring a high level

of cyber security of web platforms used:

▪ Ensure the ability to handle a large volume of

applications

▪ Use an encrypted connection

▪ Use highly complex passwords across all

services (authentication, database, server etc.)

▪ Permanently update the modules/plugins

installed, using only official sources

▪ Provide protection against Distributed Denial

of Service (DDoS) attacks

• Access official sources of information to

eliminate the risk of infection with

malware and to avoid exposure to false

information

The importance of ensuring cyber security in the context of 
COVID-19

• Avoid distributing documents on

unofficial channels (e.g. email, instant

messaging services)

• Institutions and organizations with key

roles in the COVID-19 context need to

adopt preventive cyber security measures

and to comply with security policies



Thank You!


